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Salt Spring Island Transportation Commission

Tuesday August 9, 2011 4-6 pm


PARC Annex, Vesuvius Bay Road


Minutes


Attending:  Chair McLennan, Commissioners Haigh, Swierenga, Wakefield, 

Denyer and Taylor, Manager Fenske, Assistant Iverson


Regrets:  Treasurer Harkley, Commissioner Lyonns, Director Hendren


Call to order: 4:00


1. Agenda


MOVED by Commissioner Taylor, SECONDED by Commissioner Denyer, that the 

agenda be approved, subject to the following changes:  Add one letter to Item 6, 

Correspondence (letter from Janet Clouston, GM Chamber of Commerce); and defer 

Item 8.2 as Commissioners Lyonns and Harkley not present.


CARRIED


2. Adoption of the minutes of the meeting held July 26, 2011


MOVED by Commissioner Denyer, SECONDED by Commissioner Taylor that the 

minutes be adopted with the following change: four documents circulated by Chair 

McLennan to be appended to the Minutes.


CARRIED


3. Delegations

None


4. Reports


4.1 Report from Chair McLennan


Chair McLennan up-dated the Commission on the completed MoTI traffic counts; 

communications with ICBC re their Road Improvement Programme; and the preparation 

of a one-page graphic of the NGVTMP.  He also proposed several subjects for future 

discussion:  requests for free SS Transit tickets; and use of the internet Drop Box for 

agenda-related documents.


4.2 Report from Manager – Fenske


Manager Fenske up-dated the Commission on his monthly activity report which was 

circulated in advance of the meeting.
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Moved by Commissioner Swierenga, Seconded by Commissioner Taylor, that the 

Commission recommend to the CRD, that the Chamber of Commerce Visitor Centre in 

Ganges be authorized to retail bus tickets and passes to the public.


CARRIED


Moved by Chair McLennan, Seconded by Commissioner Wakefield, that Manager 

Fenske seek a vendor for bus tickets and passes in Fulford.


CARRIED


5. Financial Report


Commissioners expressed much interest in seeing details in the monthly financial 

reports with respect to:


 how the SSITC annual transportation requisition of $146,000 is being allocated for 

spending or otherwise set aside in reserves


 allocations made for small capital projects and studies recommended by the SSITC

 amounts held in reserves from the SSITC requisition, gas tax funds and funds from 


grants and partner organizations


Action: The Chair, the Treasurer and the Director will follow up with CRD HQ.


Action: Manager Fenske to circulate the July financial statements to all 

Commissioners.


6. Correspondence


6.1 Roseline Ferre, CRD

6.2 Chair letter to Driftwood

6.3 Kristin Aasen, Islands Trust

6.4 Chief Tom Bremner, SSI Fire Department

6.5 Irene Gibbs, Splash

6.6 Ineke de Jong, SS Transit

6.7 Chair letter to MP Elizabeth May

6.8 Janet Clouston, GM Chamber of Commerce


Action: the Chair asked for volunteers to assist in identifying any potential federal 

source of funding which might be applied to bikeway projects on SSI for use in recruiting 

MP May to our cause.


7. Business Arising


7.1 Small capital project:  Bus Shelters


 The SSITC commended Manager Fenske for the satisfactory progress being made 

on the two outstanding bus shelter projects.
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 The Manager circulated drawings for the two site plans which have been approved 

by BC Transit and MoTI.


Action: in keeping with the Critical Path document, Manager Fenske is to monitor the 

two shelter projects closely as Project Manager to get them to the stage where CRD 

may apply for MoTI permits and where deemed qualified contractors may be asked for 

offers


7.2 Small capital project: PCP Projects for 2011


 While the SSITC thought that CRD was seeking offers for only two projects, offers 

were also sought for a third pathway on Rainbow from Atkins to the pool.


 One key point to emerge is the fact that CRD has set aside some $30k for new 

pathway projects in 2011, in excess of the $15k originally budgeted and in excess of 

the $25k recommended by the SSITC to make up for shortfalls in grants obtained by 

PCP.


 With the PCP Chair on vacation, her nominal Project Manager recommended that 

the Rainbow Road pathway be built.


 CRD is not keen to build the Wildwood/Booth Canal project in two stages for liability 

reasons thus it is ruled out for budgetary reasons.


 The Moby’s/Churchill project is affordable but results in CRD spending only $8k of 

the $30k budgeted this year.


Moved by Chair McLennan, Seconded by Commissioner Denyer, that


Whereas


 The CRD has received acceptable offers from qualified contractors for three new 

PCP projects for 2011.


 The CRD is ready to sign a contract for a project or projects which fit within the 

budget allocated for PCP projects in 2011.


 Only two of the three projects have been endorsed by the SSITC in keeping with the 

Critical Path document.


 The Moby's to Churchill project has been the number one priority of the SSITC since 

passing a Motion to this effect on April 12, 2011.


 The Churchill project would engage only some $8000 of the $30,000 budgeted this 

year by the CRD for PCP projects.


It is recommended that


 CRD proceed with the Churchill contract utilizing PCP grant funds in the first 

instance and CRD funds in the second instance.


 The CRD carry over the $22,000 un-spent balance in the budget for PCP projects to 

be notionally reserved for new PCP projects in 2012 over and above any new 

funding which the SSITC might choose to recommend for pathways in 2012 

(traditionally $15,000 per annum).


The SSITC takes this opportunity to express its appreciation to CRD for the 

generous allocation of funds set aside for PCP projects in 2011.


CARRIED
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7.3 NGVTMP


 No reply as yet to the letter to the MoTI Regional Manager requesting a meeting 

which is unlikely until after the August vacation period.


 CRD has not yet contracted JEA to segregate Phase One from the Design Brief.

 The CRD/SSITC strategic approach to MoTI remains in effect.


7.4 Cusheon Lake Community Group


a) Road Speed

b) Restricted Weight (to reduce

c) Alternative route/one-way


 The Chair passed on good news from MoTI.

 As an unexpected bonus to MoTI having conducted traffic counts at Central and in 


front of the Ganges Fire Hall, MoTI also conducted a speed survey on Cusheon 

Lake Road while their engineers were on the island.


 The results are being evaluated by MoTI.


Action: The Manager will continue to consult with the CRD and MoTI staff.


7.5 2010 Ridership and Revenue


 Commissioners expressed appreciation to the Manager for the fulsome report on the 

matter of rising ridership versus falling revenues in his monthly activity report.


7.6 Islands Trust referral - Potential sidewalk on Rainbow Road


 The Trust has indicated that the Commission would in due course be asked for more 

specificity on its recommendation that the CRD Guidelines on Sidewalks be 

referenced in the building of any sidewalk by the property owner at 125 Rainbow.


 The extensive CRD Guideline document is to be found at 

http://crd.bc.ca/regionalplanning/transportation/cycling-

walking/documents/PCMP_Design_Guidelines_lowRes.pdf.


 The SSITC working group on sidewalks visited the property in question to examine 

the potential for a sidewalk or pathway along MoTI ROW.


 The Ganges Urban Pathway Network planning document 2010 shows a “proposed 

pathway” on Rainbow.


 The NGVTMP includes a “multi-use pathway” on the north side of Rainbow.

 The Commission discussed taking the initiative in going back to the Trust with further 


recommendations on the nature of any sidewalk to be built in connection with the 

rezoning.


Action: The working group will meet with the property owner in order to learn more 

about his intentions for a sidewalk or pathway

http://crd.bc.ca/regionalplanning/transportation/cycling-
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7.7 BC Ferries master plan for Fulford and Vesuvius terminals.


 Commissioner Swierenga reported that the BC Ferries Master Plan includes 

provision for expanding the Fulford terminal parking lot and for including a 

pedestrian walkway on the west side of Fulford-Ganges Road in the village.


 Discussion centred on how provision might be made for bicycles transiting the 

terminal and the village and whether to adopt a formal motion on the plan.


 The importance of consulting with the Bicycle working group before adopting a 

formal SSITC position was cited.


Action: Commissioner Swierenga is to bring forward more detailed information on the 

BC Ferries Master Plan for discussion in September.


7.8 BC Transit and Handy Dart


Deferred


7.9 Park n Ride at Fulford Harbour


Deferred


7.10 SSITC Capital Budget 2012-2016


Deferred


8. New Business


8.1 Speed limits on SSI


Deferred


8.2 FCM Green Fund grant program


Deferred


9. Priority items the next business meeting


 invited guests from BWG

 small Capital projects - Bus shelters

 small Capital project - PCP project for 2011

 NGVTMP

 SSITC Capital Budget 2012-2016

 Islands Trust referral - potential sidewalk on Rainbow Road

 FCM Green Fund grant program

 car stop project

 BC Ferries Master Plan for Fulford

 ICBC statistics:  communications plan

 BC Transit and Handy Dart
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 Park n Ride at Fulford Harbour

 Cusheon Lake Community group

 speed limits on SSI

 hitch-hiking on SSI

 complimentary SS Transit tickets

 drop box for agenda-related documents


10. Adjourn meeting


MOVED by Commissioner Haigh, SECONDED by Commissioner Denyer that the 

meeting be adjourned at 6:08 pm.


CARRIED


Next Meeting to be held Tuesday, September 13, 2011, 4-6 pm, at the PARC Annex.


